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We’re the team of industry-leading experts building Market Space:
the world’s ﬁrst global, universal trading platform.
Before starting our project, we analyzed all the digital marketplaces
that exist today. We studied apps, online stores and platforms like
Facebook Marketplace and noticed a gap. There is no mobile trading
platform that’s easy to use, convenient for consumers, and suitable
for businesses of all sizes. Moreover, all the existing trading
platforms in the world are pegged to speciﬁc currencies, making
international transactions diﬃcult and expensive.
To bridge the gap, we decided to build a platform that’s intuitive, safe
and compatible with all the ﬁat and crypto currencies in the world.
This platform is called Market Space. Integrated into the platform is
a Smart Wallet that lets consumers buy in any currency they own.
Market Space and its Smart Wallet are both integrated into the
premium Gem4me messenger. This will help the trading platform’s
early adoption, thanks to Gem4me’s 5 million users and $25,000,000
in ﬁnancial backing (to date).
You likely know about the current wave of next-gen technologies like
chatbots, blockchain networks, ﬁntech algorithms and artiﬁcial
intelligence. Market Space combines all these technologies (and
many others) in a single platform. To compare, most other
marketplaces feature none of these technologies. This means
Market Space the most technologically advanced trading platform in
the world today.
Our belief in the project’s success is based on objective facts, relayed
below.
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Fact 1: 3 years of development
and 5,000,000 users
As you already know, Market Space is integrated into the premium
Gem4me messenger. Once the platform launched, Market Space will
have easy access to 5 million leads spread across 60 countries. This
real, tangible asset makes us different from hollow ICOs with nothing
behind them.
Our second asset is intellectual. We spent spent the last 3 years
building the Gem4me messenger: a premium app that has millions of
users. We’ve learned a lot about app development in that time. Even
more importantly, we’ve demonstrated that we can make a quality
product and bring it to market successfully. When you put our
intellectual assets together with Gem4me, you get a solid foundation
for Market Space’s future success.

Fact 2: we’ve already
made billion-dollar projects
Our developers previously worked on Viber, Playtika, Xpresso, Qubo
and other projects. We’ve made multiple billion-dollar mobile apps
and blockchain networks so far. We ﬁrmly believe Market Space may
be the next big project we work on. This is another reason to believe
in us.
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Fact 3: support from Gem4me
Gem4me targets high-income users, which are underserved by
mobile apps. As a result, it has an army of loyal users with plenty of
money. Many of these users participated in Gem4me’s crowdfunding
rounds, meaning they also have a direct stake in Market Space’s
success. In other words, millions of loyal fans and thousands of coinvestors are invested in Market Space’s success.
Our goal is to make Market Space the world’s top mobile trading
platform. Modern technologies like blockchain and A.I. ensure our
clients can trade safely, instantly and without losing money to
currency exchanges.

We’ve been working on the project for over a year so far. In this time,
we’ve completed most of Market Space’s basic functions. Early April
‘18 will see the beta-version of a chatbot that populates Market
Space with stores. The goal of this ICO is to make our project bigger
and better—and to give you an opportunity to join us as an investor
and partner.
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